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4. *The Alice B Toklas Cook Book*  
New edition with extra recipes and introduction by Paul Levy  

OUP 1980;  


7. *The Feast of Christmas*,  
Kyle Cathie, London, 1992  
+ also wrote and presented UK, Australia, Canada network TV series, Channel 4, 1992, repeated 1993; 2 pbk eds

London Ebury Press,  
NY Arbor House, Sydney, Doubleday 1984

9. *Out to Lunch*,  
London, Chatto and Windus, 1986;  
NY, HarperCollins, 1987;  
London, Penguin Pbk, 1988;  
London Rave Crouton, 2003

10. *Finger Lickin’ Good: A Kentucky Childhood*,  
London Chatto & Windus, 1990

11. “A New Afterword,” *Consuming Passions*, Philippa Pullar,  


13. *Barry Flanagan, Linear Sculptures in Bronze and Stone Carvings*,  
London, Waddington Galleries, 2004
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    London, Viking 2005;
    NY (revised edition), Farrar, Strauss, Giroux 2006;
    London Penguin Pbk 2006

15. *Introduction to M.F.K. Fisher, An Alphabet for Gourmets*,
    London, Folio Society, 2005

16. *Craigie Aitchison Recent Work*,
    London, Waddington Galleries, 2006

17. (Unsigned) *Robert Indiana: Sculptures*,

    London and NY IB Tauris, 2014

    programme for summer 2014, Welsh National Opera (Schoenberg, *Moses und Aron*,
    Verdi, *Nabucco*)

Also

*Oxford Dictionary of National Biography* contributions include
Alan Davidson, Robert Carrier, Patience Gray, Patrick Lichfield, Egon Ronay, Elisabeth Lambert Ortiz, Keith Floyd, John Noble, Lucy Appleby, Rose Gray, Reay Tannahill, Mario Cassandro and many others

“*Food systems and responses to biotechnology in France and Britain*”